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INTRODUCTION 

CryptoPayCard Crypto Currency founded in December 2021, has been 

created for use in peer-to-peer funds transfer privately and securely, 

using blockchain technology. These transfers will be completed with a 

low fee of 2% adding to liquidity and token burn. 

 

VISION AND MISSION 

CryptoPayCard’s mission is to provide opportunities for both business 

and personal investors with a crypto based currency exchange system 

allowing cashless trade for product and services. This alternative to 

traditional currency allows customers and retailers to transfer CPC 

Tokens instantly via their mobile device and QR code.   

 

COLLABORATIONS 

CPC aims to collaborate with business large and small by supplying an. 

With currencies around the world being subject to inflation and 

uncertainty CPC hopes to provide a stable storage of digital assets and a 

fast secure fund transfer system.  

 



 

TOKENOMICS 

A key strategy for the growth of CPC is its tokenomics. A 2% fee is 

incurred when CPC is traded or transferred, this fee is to add liquidity 

to the currency and burn tokens ultimately increasing CPC’s value. 

Automatic Liquidity 

Every transaction automatically contributes 1% to liquidity, ensuring 

our holders can sell or trade their CPC at any time. 

Token Burn 

With each transaction 1% of CPC is burnt, making this token a truly 

deflationary crypto currency, to date 17 trillion CPC have already been 

burnt removed permanently from circulation. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

TOKEN UTILITY 

CPC is a utility token that serves to provide consumers and business a 

means to transfer funds via the Binance Smart Chain ecosystem. CPC will 

ultimately utilise its own mobile phone-based wallet app and physical 

card system to facilitate the funds transfer between parties. 

 

TOKEN ENVIROMENT 

Utilised by millions in the Crypto world, the Binance Smart Chain 

architecture allows frictionless transactions and a secure, decentralized 

store of value. CPC is a BEP-20 token issued on the Binance Smart Chain 

with a total supply of 1 quadrillion tokens with 1% token burn with 

every transaction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ROADMAP 

PART 1  

Website Creation  

Social media launch – Facebook  

Deployment of Token on Binance Smart chain  

Token Verification  

Liquidity added to Pancake Swap  

Commencement of Mobile Phone Wallet App  

 

Part 2  

Lock Liquidity  

BSC Token update  

Launch of CPC Physical Card  

Purchase of token via Paypal  

Submission to Coin Market Cap for listing 

Submission to Bitmart for Exchange listing 

 

Part 3 

Deployment of IOS App 

publish 2024-2025 roadmap 

 

 


